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Prelims 1
Regulation
(Tossup 1) Description acceptable. This story inspired two tracks, “Awful Sound” and “It’s Never Over,”
on Arcade Fire’s album Reflektor, whose cover features a Rodin sculpture also inspired by this story. Songs
like “His Kiss, The Riot,” “Doubt Comes In,” and “I Raise My Cup” end a 2010 album inspired by this
story by Anaı̈s [ah-NAYS] Mitchell; that album was adapted into a musical that premiered on Broadway
in March 2019. The She & Him song “Don’t Look Back” and the musical Hadestown are inspired by, For
the point, what ancient Greek myth about a musician who seeks to retrieve his love from the underworld?
ANSWER: Orpheus retrieving Eurydice from the underworld (NOTE: any two of the three underlined
parts are necessary. Accept similar equivalents that describe two of the three underlined answers. Prompt
on answers with one underlined aspect)
(Tossup 2) This athlete’s 2013 world championship win was criticized in racist comments by Carlotta
Ferlito, who suggested that she and Vanessa Ferrari paint their skin black next time “so we can win, too.”
This athlete executed a roundoff, half on, front double full off at the Doha World Championships, earning
her name on the move for posterity; that performance came the day after she was diagnosed with a kidney
stone. In 2016, this teammate of Gabby Douglas and Aly Raisman topped 15 points in three of the four
exercises, helping the US defend their gold medal in team gymnastics. For the point, name this American
gymnast who dominated the Rio Olympics, winning gold medals in vault, floor exercise, and all-around
events.
ANSWER: Simone Biles

(Tossup 3) This man wrote a screenplay that includes the direction “They kiss. It is super emotional.
Like in Toy Story” and the lines “Together we will win this baseball game against the evil space Yankees.
Eat Fresh.” In the Season 4 episode “Night Out,” BJ Novak’s scrawny character on The Office gets into
a nightclub by exploiting the fact that he shares his name with this professional athlete. This man, who
had a career record 27 games with four strikeouts, signed an awful $125 million contract extension in 2010
to continue batting alongside Placido Polanco, Jimmy Rollins, and Chase Utley. For the point, name this
2006 NL MVP, a slugging first baseman who spent his entire major league career with the Philadelphia
Phillies.
ANSWER: Ryan Howard

(Tossup 4) This company created the fake competition Kee Games to circumvent exclusivity deals with
pinball machines. A former employee of this company, Howard Scott Warshaw, is hunted down by a James
Rolfe-played character in Angry Video Game Nerd: The Movie. In a heavily criticized product by this
company, players can gather Reese’s Pieces to restore their energy. This company’s 1982 version of E.T.
was such a bust that they buried excess copies in a New Mexico desert. The 1983 Video Game Crash
nearly destroyed, for the point, what company that created the 2600 [twenty-six hundred] gaming console?
ANSWER: Atari
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(Tossup 5) In this venue, Cheryl Ford suffered a season-ending ACL injury as part of an altercation in
which Lisa Leslie took a swing at Rick Mahorn. Lance Cunningham, in an attempt to fight a perceived
Satanic influence, attempted to stab Jimmy Page in this arena. In 2004 in this arena, John Green threw a
cup of Diet Coke at a player who was lying down on the scorer’s table; that took place shortly after Ben
Wallace was fouled on a late layup by Indiana Pacers forward Ron Artest, who was indefinitely suspended
for charging into the stands. For the point, name this stadium, the former home of the Detroit Pistons,
where the aforementioned brawl became known as the “Malice at” this location.
ANSWER: The Palace at Auburn Hills

(Tossup 6) A semi-autobiographical film about, and written by, this man opens with the main character,
played by Roy Scheider, smoking in the shower, abusing Dexedrine, and hitting on women. Ann Reinking
and Jessica Lange, two of this man’s mistresses, appear in that film, All That Jazz. This man’s third wife
originated the role of Roxie Hart, working with this man despite them being legally separated. For the
point, name this choreographer of Chicago and the film version of Cabaret, the subject of a recent FX
miniseries focusing on his relationship with Gwen Verdon.
ANSWER: Robert “Bob” Fosse

(Tossup 7) In 2017, these athlete admitted to being impossibly distracted during an otherwise good
practice by, of all things, memories of a mesothelioma commercial. Just a couple weeks after this athlete’s
second career major title, she fired coach Sascha Bajin. This athlete described a 2018 tournament win
as not “necessarily the happiest memory” after conflict between the umpire and her opponent, Serena
Williams, led to mass booing during the award ceremony. For the point, name this defending champ of the
US and Australian Opens and current World Number 1 player, the first Japanese player to win a tennis
major.
ANSWER: Naomi Osaka

(Tossup 8) The music video for this song was filmed at the Hatfield House, the childhood home of
Elizabeth II, and dozens of corgis appear throughout the song. In a 2019 tweet, Portugal the Man accused
the band behind this song of stealing the chorus of “Feel it Still.” The singers of this song note all someone
has to do is “say the word and I will go anywhere blindly” as proof that they are the title type of figure.
The line “We go together, better than birds of a feather” opens, For the point, what 2019 song about
total infatuation, the first single by a re-united Jonas Brothers?
ANSWER: Sucker

(Tossup 9) In the season after this player was traded, he more than tripled the production of Maurice
Hurst, whose 4 sacks led this player’s former team. On consecutive drives in this player’s first game with
his new team, he strip-sacked and pick-sixed DeShone Kizer [de-shawn kye-zer], playing for the injured
Aaron Rodgers. This man signed a $141 million contract extension, making him the highest paid defender
in the league, immediately after Jon Gruden gave him away for a little more than two first round picks.
For the point, name this linebacker who was traded from the Oakland Raiders to the Chicago Bears in
2018.
ANSWER: Khalil Mack
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(Tossup 10) This team’s offense was created by Jack McKinney who, after suffering a life-threatening
head injury, was replaced by Paul Westhead. Westhead himself was later replaced as coach of this team
after a “disappointing” 7-4 start. To compensate for an aging star, this team acquired Mychal Thompson
to form a front court with James Worthy. In 1979, this team was purchased by Jerry Buss, who demanded
an entertaining style of play. For the point, name this team that entered the “Showtime” era due to the
dunking skills of Kareem Abdul-Jabbar and the passing skills of Magic Johnson.
ANSWER: Los Angeles Lakers (prompt on Los Angeles)

(Tossup 11) In 2004, this team hired Expos general manager Omar Minaya, who promptly signed Pedro
Martinez away from the Red Sox. In 2018, this team hired former agent Brodie Van Wagenen to replace
general manager Sandy Alderson, whose teams were often financially hamstrung by this team’s owner,
Fred Wilpon. This team will pay retired outfielder Bobby Bonilla $1.2 million every year until 2035, a
bad business decision influenced by their expected profits from Bernie Madoff’s scam. In 2009, this team
moved to Citi Field from Shea Stadium. Noah Syndergaard and Jacob deGrom pitch for, For the point,
what Queens-based MLB team that plays interleague “Subway Series” against the Yankees?
ANSWER: New York Mets (prompt on New York)

(Tossup 12) In an Auxbrain clicker game focused on the sale of these items, the player can knock
quadcopters out of the sky. Advertising lackey Chris Godfrey’s use of an image of one of these things
caused Kylie Jenner to destroy one in an Instagram video. Twitter created a gray person-shaped blob to
replace one of these images as the default image for new users. More than 50 million accounts have liked
an Instagram picture of, For the point, what objects that Pokemon Go players will collect, then walk
around to make hatch?
ANSWER: eggs (accept Egg, Inc.; accept Instagram egg or world record egg after “Advertising” is read;
accept Twitter egg after “Twitter” is read)

(Tossup 13) During the 2018 All-Star break, Rob Manfred criticized this player’s apparent disinterest
in developing his “individual brand.” Six voters gave this player their #1 AL MVP vote during Miguel
Cabrera’s 2012 Triple Crown season; two years later, he became the first pre-arbitration player to sign a
$1 million contract. This player has accrued five seasons with 9 or more WAR since 2012 and has never
finished lower than 4th in MVP voting in a full season. For the point, name this center fielder for the LA
Angels who signed the richest contract in North American sports history in 2019.
ANSWER: Mike Trout

(Tossup 14) In one recurring role, this actor has to constantly apologize to Lindsey Buckingham, as his
vamping to the show’s theme song takes up the entire runtime. This actor sings “Why am I condemned to
boil alive?” and bids farewell to his daughter Clawsette in a recent parody of “One Day More” from Les
Miz. This man, who appeared in the sketch “Diner Lobster,” is the host of “What Up With That?” and
“Black Jeopardy.” For the point, name this longest-tenured actor in Saturday Night Live history.
ANSWER: Kenan Thompson
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(Tossup 15) In a 1973 European semifinal against Real Madrid, a player of this nationality juggled the
ball while waiting for his teammates to catch up with him. In the 2014 World Cup, this national side
substituted its goalkeeper directly before a penalty shootout and won. In the South African-hosted 2010
World Cup, this team lost a violent final to Spain after a late penalty. This home country of Gerrie
Mühren and Tim Krul developed a highly fluid system of attacking soccer in the 1970s under manager
Rinus Michels. This nation plays most of its home games in a stadium now named for the star of that
“Total Football” system, Johan Cruyff [kroyf]. For the point, name this local rival of West Germany and
Belgium, a side known as “The Orange.”
ANSWER: the Netherlands [accept Holland; accept the Dutch; prompt on “Oranje” or “Orange”
before mentioned]

(Tossup 16) At the 2018 Crystal + Lucy Awards, this actress lamented that “there is an insanely low
chance a woman of color will have a chance to review your movie.” When a character played this actress
doesn’t flinch, another character chuckles “I like this one” in a brief clip released in 2019. This actress, who
played Natalie “Envy” Adams in Scott Pilgrim vs. the World and Amy Schumer’s sister in Trainwreck,
won a Best Actress Oscar for playing Joy Newsome, a young woman who has been held captive for seven
years, five with her son. For the point, name this actress who starred in Room and now plays Captain
Marvel.
ANSWER: Brie Larson

(Tossup 17) In January 2019, James Harden said “Hell no, I didn’t see it coming” after this player
accidentally threw a bullet pass directly into his face. This man jokingly asked “Isn’t that tampering?”
after LeBron James drafted Anthony Davis for the 2019 All-Star Game. In 2016-17, while playing with
Thon Maker, Malcolm Brogdon, and Khris Middleton, this man became the first NBA player to be in the
top 20 of all five major statistical categories, earning him the Most Improved Player award. For the point,
name this small forward and MVP candidate for the Milwaukee Bucks, dubbed “The Greek Freak.”
ANSWER: Giannis Antetokounmpo (accept either underline name; prompt on “The Greek Freak”
until it is read)

(Tossup 18) In this game, players can find Wooby, an isolated NPC found within the developer’s room.
As a tie-in with this game, Silver Screen Bottling Company created a $80 bottle of rum which was heavily
criticized for not coming in a custom glass bottle. The developer of this game hosted a special media event
beneath Greenbrier Resort at a facility originally meant to host Congress. This game’s “Power Armor”
edition was supposed to come with a canvas bag, but much cheaper nylon was used instead. For the point,
name this widely-mocked game by Bethesda, the latest entry of the Fallout series.
ANSWER: Fallout 76 (prompt on Fallout)
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(Tossup 19) In 2012, this player scored past Bolton’s Adam Bogdan with a wind-assisted lob from inside
his own half. Like David Beckham, this player has Tourette Syndrome and owns an American soccer team:
in this player’s case, Memphis 901 FC. In 2003, this player was signed from the MetroStars to replace
Fabien Barthez at Manchester United, winning the FA Cup with a strong performance against Millwall.
Four years later, when United signed Edwin van der Sar, he left on loan to Everton. This goalkeeper’s
fifteen saves against Belgium in a 2014 World Cup match were not enough to stop his team from losing
2-1 in extra time. For the point, name this man who made 121 appearances as the first-choice goalkeeper
for the United States.
ANSWER: Tim(othy Matthew) Howard

(Tossup 20) This team essentially sold Touki Toussaint to the Atlanta Braves in a 2015 trade that was
roasted by most pundits. A day after this team signed the Cy Young runner-up to a $206 million contract,
the Braves fleeced them again for Ender Inciarte and #1 overall pick for Dansby Swanson, giving up a
starter who put up a 6.15 ERA in 2016 and made only 8 starts the next two years, Shelby Miller. This
team picked up Carson Kelly and Luke Weaver in December 2018, trading away a six-time All-Star first
baseman to the Cardinals. Paul Goldschmidt used to play for, For the point, what NL West team, led by
Zack Greinke, that plays its games in Chase Field in Phoenix?
ANSWER: Arizona Diamondbacks (or D-backs; accept either or both names)

(Tossup 21) The founder of this company claimed that he leaked Mitt Romney’s “47%” video because
“That’s what happens when you stop at Steak ‘n Shake instead.” That claim was made in an Onion
article from April 2019, as was the threat that this company’s founder will “personally destroy your
chances of being elected president in 2020” if you don’t stand for photos next to a cardboard cutout of
Scoopie, its mascot, while eating a Concrete Mixer. Nearly 700 franchises of this chain have opened since
its founding in Wisconsin in 1984. For the point, name this regional fast food restaurant that sells cheese
curds, frozen custard, and ButterBurgers.
ANSWER: Culver’s

(Tossup 22) This figure created a story that intersperses conversations between Nine and Ten, the Pioneer
probes, with tales of American football in a future without death. This figure, who has a weekly tradition
of tweeting “welcome to college football saturday,” released a 54-minute-long video searching for the
saddest punt in NFL history in 2019. The art of Scorigami was devised by this man, who commonly gives
the advice to “never count out touchdown tom.” For the point, name this creator of Chart Party and
17776, a sportswriter and creative genius for SB Nation?
ANSWER: Jon Bois
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(Tossup 23) Despite having already agreed to a one-year contract, Breshad Perriman left this team during
the 2019 offseason the day after this team traded safety Jabrill Peppers and two draft picks to New York.
This team, which is owned by the fraudulent owner of Pilot Flying J truck stops, Jimmy Haslem, signed
a running back who had been released and suspended for domestic abuse in 2018, Kareem Hunt. Brandon
Weeden, Brady Quinn, Trent Richardson, and Johnny Manziel are among the failed draft picks of, For
the point, what NFL team that pundits expect to be better in 2019, now that Baker Mayfield is throwing
to Odell Beckham Jr?
ANSWER: Cleveland Browns (accept either or both names)

(Tossup 24) This actor portrayed an ex-wrestler turned President who tasks the protagonist with solving
the United States food shortages, likely caused by its multiple Dust Bowls a week, in the film Idiocracy.
In addition to portraying Dwayne Elizondo Mountain Dew Camacho, this man played the penny-pinching
father Julius in the UPN/CW series Everybody Hates Chris. This man currently plays a muscular NYPD
Police Sergeant who is often harassed by Gina Linetti. For the point, name this actor who exploded onto
the public scene due to his Old Spice commercials, and who currently plays the similarly named Terry
Jefferods in Brooklyn Nine-Nine.
ANSWER: Terry Crews

(Tossup 25) In this man’s last game, he completed a pass to Jodie Meeks to finish his career with exactly
one more assist than Mark Jackson. This man appeared with Dwight Howard on a Sports Illustrated cover
proclaiming “Now this is going to be FUN”; that cover was published after a sign-and-trade deal sent this
man to the Lakers. In the 2006-2007 season, this man was one free throw short of entering the 50/40/90
club for a fifth straight season. For the point, name this point guard who spearheaded Mike D’Antoni’s
“Seven Seconds or Less” system and won back-to-back MVPs with the Phoenix Suns.
ANSWER: Steve Nash

(Tossup 26) A bizarre questline in this game delves into the mind of Pelagius III with the help of
Sheogorath, who awards the player the Wabbajack. A Polygon series that attempted to “Touch” this game
added the Skeleton race to a menu that includes Bosmer, Dunmer, and Khajiit. This game’s “Together”
mod tries to make it possible for multiple players to accept quests in cities like Riften and Whiterun,
and another mod for this game sends characters from Thomas the Tank Engine to battle the Dovahkiin
[doh-vah-keen] in place of dragons. Dead-eyed NPCs clip hilariously through the floors and walls of, for
the point, what beloved but buggy fantasy adventure game by Bethesda, the fifth entry in the Elder
Scrolls franchise?
ANSWER: Elder Scrolls V: Skyrim (accept Elder Scrolls V [five] before “fifth” is read; prompt on
“Elder Scrolls”)
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(Tossup 27) This team’s GM, Steve Yzerman [eyes-er-man], resigned in September 2018. This team’s
winger Nikita Kucherov scored 128 points in his best season to date - and coincidentally, this team had
128 standings points - but Kucherov had more suspensions than goals in this team’s first round series
against the Columbus Blue Jackets. This Steven Stamkos-led team became the first Presidents Trophy
team to get swept in the first round. For the point, name this NHL team that utterly dissolved in the
playoffs in April 2019, failing to bring the Stanley Cup to Florida.
ANSWER: Tampa Bay Lightning (accept either or both names)

(Tossup 28) In the 2010 playoffs, this division’s champion upset the defending Super Bowl champion
Saints at home, despite being 4 games worse than them in the regular season at 7-9; that marked the
first time a division champion finished under .500. In the 2001-2002 realignment, this division lost the
incredibly out of place Saints, Panthers, and Falcons to the new NFC South. For the point, name this
division that has been won in all but one of the last six years by either the LA Rams or Seattle Seahawks.
ANSWER: NFC West (prompt on “West”)

(Tossup 29) Bonus tracks on this album include one that asks “Didn’t you flash your green eyes at me?”
and another that notes “the best people in life are free” and was released as a single in 2016. A voice
memo on this album laments that OneRepublic’s Ryan Tedder didn’t collaborate on the song “I Know
Places.” This album, which begins with “Welcome to New York,” includes a song where the singer makes
light of allegations of her being a serial dater with lines like “I go on too many dates/But I can’t make
them stay.” “Blank Space” and “Shake It Off” are on, For the point, what fifth album by Taylor Swift,
named for her birth year?
ANSWER: 1989

(Tossup 30) This event unofficially began on the last day of the season with a rain delay meeting with
Ted Lerner that promised 33 years of deferred payments. A month before this event ended, the cryptic
promise “You’ll want to keep an eye on this account tomorrow...just saying” was made by MLB The
Show’s Twitter account. Shortly after this event concluded, its subject committed light tampering by
saying he’d call Mike Trout in 2020 and accidentally said he wanted to “bring a title back to DC.” This
event concluded on February 28th, 2019, a week after a similar event involving Manny Machado. For the
point, name this event that ended with a 13-year, $330 million contract for a brand new Philadelphia
Phillie.
ANSWER: Bryce Harper’s free agency (Accept descriptive answers relating to Bryce Harper signing
with the Philadelphia Phillies; prompt on partial answers)

(Tossup 31) While being assaulted in this film, a woman named Kitty fails to call the police after her
virtual assistant Ophelia starts playing an N.W.A. song. A homeless man on a boardwalk holds up a
sign with the words “Jeremiah 11:11” in this film, scaring a girl who had a recently received a Thriller
shirt. A maimed boy in this film named Pluto walks backwards into a fire in imitation of Jason Wilson, a
mask-wearing boy. Winston Duke and Lupita Nyong’o star in, For the point, what 2019 film directed by
Jordan Peele?
ANSWER: Us
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(Tossup 32) In 2017, this school was the subject of a comprehensive investigation by Reddit user
bakonydraco, who discovered that FCS school Delaware State didn’t have enough players on scholarship
to let this school count their game against DSU toward its bowl eligibility; thus, this school shouldn’t
have played Southern Miss in the 2017 Independence Bowl. In 2018, another Reddit user dunked on this
school by copying bakonydraco’s post and revising it to laugh at this school’s 5-7 record, its hiring of
coach Willie Taggart, and its loss to an in-state rival from Gainesville. Bobby Bowden once coached, For
the point, what ACC school whose mascot is the Seminoles, a rival of Miami and Florida?
ANSWER: Florida State University (or FSU; prompt on “Seminoles” before mentioned; do not prompt
on Florida)

(Tossup 33) This show’s premiere focused on a salt vampire portrayed in a shape-shifted form by
Jeanne Bal, who appeared as a former girlfriend of a doctor nicknamed “Plum.” That episode, “The Man
Trap,” picks up after this show’s unaired pilot episode in which a first officer played by Majel Barrett is
trapped with Christopher Pike on Talos IV [four]. This show returned to Talos IV in the two-parter “The
Menagerie,” in which a half-human officer takes command of his ship to save a former commanding officer,
causing Leonard McCoy to reluctantly arrest Commander Spock. For the point, name this landmark
science fiction TV show that follows a five-year mission on Captain James T. Kirk’s Enterprise.
ANSWER: Star Trek: The Original Series (accept ST:TOS)

(Tossup 34) This artist declared “We take the gravel and the shell and we make a pearl” in her acceptance
speech at the 2017 VMAs. Lily Allen sings “Sometimes I wonder how we ever came to be/but without
you I’m incomplete” in the bridge, and joins this artist in the chorus, of a 2012 song that notes “No one
else can break my heart like you.” “There is so much wrong goin’ on outside,” so this artist sings “Walk
me home in the dead of night” in her most recent single. For the point, name this singer of “True Love,”
“Beautiful Trauma,” and “Get the Party Started.”
ANSWER: Pink (or Alecia Moore)

(Tossup 35) In October 2013, a team wearing this color and yellow conceded the goal of the season
when Jack Wilshere scored a volley at the end of a tiki-taka Arsenal move. In the opening game of the
2018 World Cup, hosts Russia won 5-0 over a team wearing solid-color uniforms of this color. Both of
the American teams who contest the Cascadia Cup wear uniforms primarily of this color. This color is
paired with white in the uniforms of Real Betis, Sporting Lisbon, and a club that will likely win its eighth
consecutive Scottish title this year, Celtic. For the point, name this color worn by Portland Timbers and
Seattle Sounders, but not, surprisingly, by Nottingham Forest.
ANSWER: green
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(Tossup 36) This character is “missing” in a 1993 game by The Software Toolworks in which players much
reach a castle in Antarctica. Players recruit Mallow and Geno in an RPG game starring this character
subtitled “The Legend of the Seven Stars.” The Super Nintendo Mouse was created for a paint game
named for this character, whose music maker allows players to use Game Boys and fire flowers in place
of notes. In one game, this character and his brother are delivered by storks and must be carried across
the title island by a series of Yoshis. Shigeru Miyamoto created, for the point, what red-clad plumber, the
arch-rival of Bowser?
ANSWER: Mario (accept Jumpman)

(Tossup 37) When this state hosted an NFL playoff game in 2016, 88-year-old former coach Bud Grant
helped with the coin toss while wearing short sleeves, despite a minus-6 temperature at kickoff; the home
team lost that game after Blair Walsh missed a field goal. This state’s outdoor Metropolitan Stadium
was home to its baseball and football teams until the building of a domed stadium named for Hubert
Humphrey; a Harmon Killebrew home run hit at the original outdoor stadium is commemorated by a red
chair fixed to the wall of a theme park at the Mall of America. For the point, name this state where US
Bank Stadium and the Metrodome have kept the Vikings from playing football outside.
ANSWER: Minnesota

(Tossup 38) This character’s childhood obsession with Disney princesses like “Tan Sally Dress-Up” –
the name for Pocahontas in Indiana, apparently – inspires her animated “happy place,” as explained in
a therapy session with Dr. Andrea, played by Tina Fey. This character works as a nanny for Jacqueline
Voorhees after escaping her marriage to the Reverend Richard Wayne Gary Wayne, who trapped this
woman and the other “Mole Women” for fifteen years in a bunker. For the point, name this character
played by Ellie Kemper, the “Unbreakable” title character of a Netflix show.
ANSWER: (Unbreakable) Kimberly “Kimmy” Schmidt (accept any or all underlined names)

(Tossup 39) Al Smith and Jim Bagby combined to end this event, whose premature end lost its subject
a $10,000 award offered by Heinz. This event, which surpassed record performances by George Sisler and
Wee Willie Keeler, helped earn its subject the MVP award despite Ted Williams reaching a .400 batting
average for the last time in MLB history. The closest attempt to duplicate this event was made by Pete
Rose but stopped at 44 games. For the point, name this legendary 1941 baseball accomplishment by a
Yankee outfielder that lasted 56 games, ended by an 0-for-3 game against Cleveland.
ANSWER: Joe DiMaggio’s 56-game hitting streak (must have all three underlined parts; accept
descriptions like “DiMaggio getting a hit in 56 consecutive games” that involve all three parts;
prompt on partial answers, like “the streak”)
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(Tossup 40) After finding his father’s cell phone number, a character in this film mimics the “horrible
noise” of the “evil box beneath the window.” In this film, a character exclaims “You did it! Congratulations!
World’s Best Cup of Coffee, great job!” The terrifying Central Park Rangers attempt to apprehend one
man in this film for putting them on the naughty list several years prior. The Peter Dinklage-played Miles
Finch punches the main character of this film for repeatedly calling him one of the title creatures. For the
point, name this 2003 Will Ferrell comedy about the human child Buddy who was raised in the North
Pole.
ANSWER: Elf

Extra Question
(Tossup 41) A character in this game was originally named Amelie Guillar before she assumed a new
identity after being kidnapped and reconditioned to murder her husband. A popular TikTok fad involved
people animatedly singing a song about this game which exclaims “maybe you should go back to playing
Team Fortress 2.” A character in this game was humorously referred to as a retired Starcraft pro before
being given a mech by the South Korean government to fight the omnics. For the point, name this
hero-based first person shooter from Blizzard starring characters such as Winston, Mercy, and Tracer.
ANSWER: Overwatch
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